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B efore you begin
T O H E LP Y O U R U N D E R S T A N D I N G
Throughout the guide we refer to ‘you’, ‘we’ and ‘us’.
I M P O R TA N T N O T E

›› ‘You’ refers to you personally as both the applicant of the
bond and the creator (Settlor/Donor) of the trust

This product guide assumes that your financial
adviser has discussed the Generation Planning Bond
with you on a face to face basis and answered any
questions you may have.

›› ‘You’ also includes your spouse or civil partner if you are
applying as joint applicants. References to ‘your death’
or ‘your lifetime’ includes both you and your surviving
spouse or civil partner if you take out a joint bond

This document should be read together with the
Key Features Document and any applicable
disclosure documents.

›› ‘We’ and ‘us’ mean Utmost PanEurope dac

T R U S T R E G I S T R AT I O N
It is important to note that most UK express trusts, and
trusts with a UK tax charge payable by the Trustees, will
need to be registered under the UK trust registration
service and may need to be registered in an EU Member
State.

›› The Generation Planning Bond is referred to as the ‘bond’
throughout this guide. The bond means the product
that is issued and the series of identical policy segments
(segments) it contains.
Throughout this guide words in the singular shall include
the plural and vice versa.

This information is based on our understanding of current
legislation and HM Revenue and Customs practice. It
does not constitute legal or taxation advice. Speak to your
financial adviser for further information on trust registration
requirements.
POLICY SCHEDULE
The Policy Schedule and Policy Conditions set out details
specific to your investment and is a proof of ownership of
the bond. It will be included in the documents pack sent
out to you after you invest.

You should pay particular
attention to the sections
marked with this icon.
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W hy invest in our
G ener a tion p l a nning B ond ?
The Generation Planning Bond is an
investment solution designed for your current
needs and those of your family and friends in
the future.
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The Generation Planning Bond gives
you the ability to enjoy tax deferred
withdrawals from the capital you’ve
built up and worked hard for over the
years, as well as providing for your
loved ones after you’ve gone.
UK Inheritance Tax (IHT) is levied at
40%1 on the amount by which your
estate exceeds £325,0002, which
is not otherwise being left to your
spouse, civil partner or to charity.
Whilst changes announced in the 2015
summer budget introduced provisions
to provide inheritance tax relief for
a person’s home2, these changes do
come with several restrictions. The
freezing of the standard nil rate band
until at least 2020/21 means that many
estates could still be liable for IHT.
So, if you are looking for an investment
bond which could reduce your
potential IHT bill whilst enabling you
to take fixed withdrawals from your
investment, then the Generation
Planning Bond may be the investment
for you.

HOW DOES THE
G ener a tion p l a nning
BOND DO THIS?
›› By allowing you to make a lifetime
gift into trust, but retain the right
to fixed regular ‘income’ payments
that take the form of withdrawals
of capital from the bond. These
continue until your death or the bond
value falls to zero
›› If you survive for seven years after
making your gift into trust, the entire
investment will be removed from
your estate for IHT purposes. Further
details regarding taxation are given
on page 29
›› If your death occurs within seven
years of making the gift into trust,
the estimated value of the ‘income’
payments should reduce the value
of your gift for IHT purposes. If you
apply on a joint basis the initial gift
you each make is deemed to be half
the value of the premium paid.
The estimated value of the ‘income’
is then valued in accordance with
each life and the value of the gift
is reduced accordingly. This is in
line with accepted HM Revenue &
Customs’ (HMRC) practice
›› Any investment growth in the trust
will immediately be outside of your
estate for IHT purposes

The Generation Planning Bond is
designed for people who wish to
reduce their IHT liability, but who
still need to receive an ‘income’ from
their capital. ‘Income’ payments are
regular withdrawals of capital. This
product is not generally suitable
for people who have no other form
of savings or income. It cannot be
surrendered during your lifetime so
you would not be able to get your
capital back if you required it in the
future.
A reduced rate of 36% applies if a
person gives away at least 10% of
their net estate to charity (i.e. after
deductions such as the available
nil rate band and other reliefs and
exemptions.) The 40% IHT rate will
apply for any other estate.

1
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The 2013 budget announced that
the nil rate band would be frozen
at £325,000 until at least 2020/21.
The 2015 budget introduced a
residence nil rate band that will
be phased in from 6 April 2017.
This provided an additional nil rate
band on death to be used against
certain qualifying residential
property. If you think this could
apply to you, then you should
speak to your financial adviser for
more information.

2

›› You can select your beneficiaries by
name or by category depending on
the type of trust chosen, as well as
how you would like the trust fund
to be distributed after your death,
without the need to include this in
your will
›› After your death your trustees may
wish to retain the bond for the future
benefit of your beneficiaries to
suit their longer term needs or tax
position, or if the trust permits, for
their own children or grandchildren
›› Alternatively, your trustees may
choose when to distribute the
remaining trust fund to your
beneficiaries. As the bond is in
trust there is no requirement to
wait for probate if funds are
required urgently.
Your investment is used to purchase
units in your chosen funds, thereby
pooling your investment with those
of investors with similar objectives.
This has the benefit of spreading the
investment and administration costs.
Permitted funds are available with a
variety of risk profiles.
Unit prices in the bond can fall as well
as rise. Taking into account market
fluctuations and charges, your trustees
could get back less than you invest.

This guide and the features and
benefits it describes, are based on
our interpretation of current law and
taxation practice in Ireland and the
UK as at 1 January 2021, which could
change in the future and are subject
to individual circumstances.
Therefore the tax benefits of this
product may also change.
It is important to read this guide
together with our Key Features
Document and any other applicable
disclosure documents, ensuring that
you take financial and tax advice
from your authorised financial
adviser. We accept no responsibility
for the consequences of your
investment in the bond, including
the suitability of your chosen
product and personal taxation.
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C ou l d the G ener ation
p l a nning B ond work for you ?
One of the dilemmas associated with IHT planning is deciding how to gift capital
to your beneficiaries in order to mitigate your estate’s IHT bill, but still retain
enough ‘income’ to maintain your current lifestyle.
The Generation Planning Bond may be the right choice for
you if:
›› you are UK resident and domiciled and have a potential
UK IHT liability
›› you have £50,000 or more to invest
›› you are looking for an investment that could be used to
reduce your estate’s liability to IHT, whilst retaining the
right to regular withdrawals of capital, also referred to as
‘income’ in this guide, throughout your lifetime (or until
the value of the bond falls to zero)
›› you are prepared to accept risk to your capital.
The level of risk will depend on the funds chosen
›› you would like access to a wide range of permitted
investment funds.
 nce set up the bond cannot be surrendered or assigned
O
during your lifetime.
 ou cannot stop, reduce or increase your regular
Y
withdrawals from the bond during your lifetime.
You must be sure that you can gift the full amount of
the investment without requiring access to your capital
in the future, other than the agreed ‘income’ payments
specified at outset.

HOW IT WORKS
As soon as the bond is set up, your investment is split into
two notional parts for IHT purposes.
›› The Grantee’s Fund* (also referred to as the ‘discount’)
represents the estimated value of the ‘income’ you will be
paid. When paid to you, the value of any ‘income’ will still
be within your estate for the purposes of IHT if not spent
or gifted.
›› The Residuary Fund is the balance of your investment,
after deducting the value of the ‘discount’, and is the initial
value of your gift into trust for IHT purposes.
H O W I S T H E ‘ D I S C O U N T ’ C AL C U LA T E D ?
Underwriting is an essential process in applying for a
Generation Planning Bond. It is required to enable us to
calculate more accurately the amount of your investment
that is not treated as gifted for IHT purposes.
Before underwriting takes place you must decide the level
of ‘income’ you want to receive throughout your lifetime (or
until the value of the bond falls to zero).

This section is mentioned in the
Key Features Document.

* ‘Grantee’ is a term used to describe the recipient of any kind of property,
in this instance the property will be overseas single premium capital
redemption bond held in trust.
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You will then need to provide medical information within
the application form and allow us to contact your doctor to
request a General Practitioner’s Report (GPR) which will be
sent to our underwriters by your doctor. The underwriters
will then assess this information and provide us with an
assessment of your state of health and life expectancy at
the time the bond is taken out. If, in their opinion, additional
years should be added to your actual age to reflect your
current state of health, they will provide the appointed
actuaries with a ‘rated age’.
The underwriters’ assessment then enables the appointed
actuaries to estimate the value of your right to your chosen
‘income’ for your lifetime (the ‘discount’).
The value of your right to this ‘income’ is then deducted
from the value of your gift, providing an immediate
discount should your gift become chargeable to IHT.

W H Y D O E S T H E BO N D H AV E TO B E
U N D E R W R I T T E N AT T H E S TA R T ?
HMRC guidance makes it clear that insurers should conduct
underwriting of the applicant’s health at the start of any
discounted gift trust, such as the Generation Planning
Bond.
W H AT I F I A M D E C L I N E D T E R M S
FOR A DISCOUNT?
If you are declined terms for a ‘discount’ we will confirm this
to your financial adviser in writing. In certain circumstances
we may be able to offer you an option to proceed with your
application on a ‘nil-discount’ basis, but if we are unable to
proceed we will explain why and return your investment.
Please speak to your financial adviser for more information
on our underwriting process.

Once the bond has been set up, we will issue you
with a Certificate of Valuation showing the Appointed
Actuary’s opinion of the value of your discounted gift.
Your personal representatives may use this if they need to
provide valuation evidence to HMRC if your gift becomes
chargeable to IHT.
Whilst we have followed current HMRC guidelines for
discounted gift schemes, HMRC reserves the right to
examine and challenge any discount quoted.
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G ener ation p l a nning
B ond essenti a l s
W H A T I S T H E G ener a tion p l a nning
BOND?
The Generation Planning Bond is a combination of an
offshore, single premium capital redemption bond and a
trust. It is used to mitigate IHT whilst providing you with an
‘income’.

W H A T I S A C AP I T AL R E D E M P T I O N B O N D ?
A capital redemption bond is an insurance policy with
a similar tax treatment in the UK to that of life assurance
policies. Using a capital redemption bond means that you
do not need to nominate people to be ‘lives assured’. It
only has a policyholder or multiple policyholders, so does
not have to end on the death of anyone. This provides your
trustees and beneficiaries with more investment and tax
planning flexibility.

This section is mentioned in the
Key Features Document.
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To assist with this, the bond is normally made up of a series
of identical segments known as ‘policies’. For each segment
still in force after 99 years, we will pay the higher of a
Guaranteed Maturity Value or the unit value due under the
segment.
The Guaranteed Maturity Value can be summarised as:
(a) 100.1% of the initial investment into the policy, plus
(b) 100.1% of any additional investments* into the policy, with
(c) T
 he total of (a) and (b) being reduced by any withdrawals
made against that segment, the reduction being the
percentage of the overall fund represented by the
withdrawal.

W H A T H APP E N S T O T H E B O N D W H E N I D I E ?
If you invest jointly with your spouse or civil partner the
bond will continue, with ‘income’ being paid on the same
basis and frequency, until the second death or the value of
the bond falls to zero.
Because the Generation Planning Bond is structured as a
capital redemption bond, it won’t end on your death. This
means that if appropriate for your beneficiaries’ needs at
that time, the bond can remain in force and continue to
provide a flexible and potentially tax efficient investment
for them until a distribution is required.

The calculation can be complex. Further details can be
found in the Policy Conditions or further clarification can
be obtained from us on request.
Any adviser charges agreed to be paid to your financial
adviser, to be taken from the bond, will be treated as a
withdrawal and will be deducted when calculating the
Guaranteed Maturity Value.

Further details regarding what happens to the bond
on death can be found on page 24-27.

*Additional investments cannot be made during the lifetime of the applicants.
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G ener a tion p l a nning bond essenti a l s
CONTINUED

YOU
T YPE OF
INVESTOR

The bond is designed for investors with UK estate planning needs, who can afford to give up
access to their capital completely but require a regular ‘income’ from it. Please speak to your
financial adviser for more information.

AGE LIMIT

To apply for this bond you must be at least 50 and your age (or ‘rated age’ after underwriting)
cannot exceed 94 years. Speak to your financial adviser for more information about
underwriting and ‘rated age’.

APPL Y I N G A S
A N AT T O R N E Y

If you are an attorney, acting under either a Lasting or Enduring Power of Attorney, you must
first get an order from the Court of Protection and be granted specific permission to invest in
the Generation Planning Bond. This is because, unless specifically authorised by the attorney
document or the court, an attorney does not have the authority to gift a large sum to a trust on
the applicant’s or applicants’ behalf. This is a complex matter and you should discuss it with
your financial adviser before proceeding.

COUNTRY OF
RESIDENCE

The Generation Planning Bond has been designed to mitigate the impact of IHT in the UK and is
unlikely to be effective in mitigating similar taxes imposed by other countries.
Please note that we will not be able to accept applications when the trustees are based in
certain jurisdictions. Contact your financial adviser if you have any questions.
If you, your trustees and/or beneficiaries are resident outside the UK or are otherwise subject
to tax in another jurisdiction, it will be your/their responsibility to declare to the appropriate tax
authority any taxable benefits in accordance with the local tax rules and to pay any tax that is
due in that country. Further details are available from your financial adviser.

the investment

£ ster l ing

MINIMUM INVESTMENT

50,000

M I N I M U M A M O U N T O F R E G U LA R
‘ I N C O M E ’ W I T H D R A W AL S R E G A R D L E S S
OF FREQUENCY

200

M I N I M U M V AL U E R E Q U I R E D T O K E E P T H E
B O N D I N F O R C E A F T E R D E AT H O F T H E
APPL I C A N T ( S )

10,000

If you ask us to pay an initial adviser charge from your
payment to us before the premium is invested, the
amount you send to us must total at least the minimum
investment amount as stated above, plus the agreed
initial adviser charge.
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the options for payment available with the Generation
Planning Bond refer to pages 33-38, or alternatively see
our Guide to Charges.
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THE BOND
BOND
CURRENCY

The Generation Planning Bond is only available in Sterling.

choice of
p remium
currency

Premiums must be paid to Utmost PanEurope dac in Sterling.

PREMIUM
PA Y M E N T
METHOD

We can only accept payment of your premium by Telegraphic Transfer (international
payment). Please note that your bank may charge you for this service.

FLEXIBLE
CHARGING
STRUCTURE

The Generation Planning Bond offers our flexible charging structure Flex-Charge which
enables you to adapt the Product Management Charge to your preferred balance between
the level of initial and ongoing product management charges, including a combination of the
two. These charges cover the establishment and ongoing management of the bond.
For detailed information about our Flex-Charge structure and other applicable product
charges see our Guide to Charges available from our website www.utmostinternational.com
or from your financial adviser on request.

INVESTMENT
CHOICE

UIPR0063 | 09/22

The performance of the bond is linked to the performance of the underlying assets selected
by you or your financial adviser. You may link your bond to a range of permitted assets with a
variety of risk profiles.
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G ener a tion P l a nning bond essenti a l s
CONTINUED

THE BOND
POLICY
S E G M E N TAT I O N

To increase flexibility and future tax planning, your bond is normally made up of a series
of identical segments. You can select the number of segments (up to 9,999) subject to
a minimum investment of £500 per segment. Each segment is a separate legal contract
(referred to as a ‘policy’) having its own applicable charges and right to full surrender in
accordance with the terms.

INVESTMENT
ADVISER

Once the bond is set up your trustees become the policyholders and they may nominate a
suitably qualified investment adviser to give us instructions regarding fund selection.
The charge any appointed investment adviser applies will be treated as an Investment
Adviser Charge (IAC). Please remember that the instruction for the payment of IACs
from the bond must come from the trustees. Any amount deducted from the bond as a
withdrawal to pay for IACs will not form part of the 5% annual tax-deferred entitlement. See
the Guide to Charges for further information.
The appointment of any investment adviser is subject to our agreement.
The trustees can request to remove or appoint a new investment adviser at any time by
completing a new Nomination of Investment Adviser Form.
Forms are available on our website www.utmostinternational.com

E X T E R N AL
MANAGER AND/
OR CUSTODIAN
(EMC)

You or your trustees can nominate an External Manager and/or Custodian (EMC) to be
appointed to manage the investments linked to the value of the bond. Using an EMC who
has a detailed understanding of your attitude to investment risk, can also provide you
with the reassurance that the investments are being selected and managed by experts
dedicated to the business of investment management.
In addition to our standard bond charges, the EMC will also make their own charges,
including a charge for any advice and advice related services they provide. Where
investment advice is provided by the EMC, this charge will be treated as an EMC
Investment Adviser Charge (EMC IAC). For requested EMC IACs to be paid from the bond
the instruction must come from the trustees. Any amount deducted to pay EMC IACs will
be taken as a withdrawal and will not form part of the 5% annual tax-deferred entitlement.
For full details see the External Manager and/or Custodian (EMC) section in our Guide to
Charges.
The appointment of any EMC is subject to our agreement. The trustees can request to
remove or nominate a new EMC at any time by completing a new Nomination of External
Manager & Custodian Form or where appropriate, an Open Architecture Dealing
Instruction Form, for switching out of the External Managed investment option.
Forms are available on our website www.utmostinternational.com

ASSIGNMENT

The bond cannot be assigned during your lifetime, but the trustees have the option to
assign the bond after your death.

SURRENDER
RIGHTS

The bond or any individual segment cannot be surrendered during your lifetime. Only the
agreed level of ‘income’ together with any charges for advice that are agreed between
the trustees and adviser can be taken from the bond (by way of partial surrender across all
segments). After death, the trustees can surrender the bond at any time.

R E G U LA R
W I T H D R A W AL S

The regular withdrawals cannot be stopped or amended during your lifetime. The
Grantee’s fund or ‘discount’ is calculated using the level of withdrawal you specify from
outset and therefore this cannot be changed.
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T rust a rr a ngements
The Generation Planning Bond enables
your trustees to manage the bond
and its linked investments for you
and the beneficiaries.

The Generation Planning Bond is a discounted gift trust and
offers you the choice of two trust versions, a Discretionary
Trust or an Absolute Trust.
The diagram below shows how the rights for both you as
the Settlor/Donor and the beneficiaries are divided within
the trust. A Settlor is the creator of a Discretionary Trust,
whereas a Donor is the creator of an Absolute Trust.

R ights under
the trust

S ett l or / D onor

B enefici a ries

You have the retained right to regular withdrawals
during your lifetime or until the value of the bond
falls to zero.

The balance remaining in the trust fund after
your death will be held for your beneficiaries in
accordance with the type of trust chosen.

UIPR0063 | 09/22
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H ow does a discounted
gift trust work ?
The Generation Planning Bond is an international investment bond combined with a discounted gift trust, and the diagram
below has been designed to show you how a discounted gift trust works.

Y our I nvestment
Your investment is gifted to your trustees, but you
retain a right to be paid an ‘income’ from the bond
for your lifetime. The value of your right to ‘income’ is
calculated and then deducted from your investment to
produce a valuation of your gift for IHT purposes.

Y our ‘ I ncome ’ ( the ‘ D iscount ’ )

Y our G ift

You will receive your chosen ‘income’ from the bond.
For example, 5% per year of your premium payable
monthly, quarterly, half-yearly or annually. Your ‘income’
will continue to be paid until your death unless the
bond value falls to zero during your lifetime.

For IHT purposes your gift to the trust is the value of the
bond when it is set up, minus the value of the discount.

T he B ond
The bond can continue until:
›› Its value falls to zero during your lifetime, or
›› After your death, the value reaches the minimum
value required to maintain the bond
›› The trustees or beneficiaries surrender it after
your death.

T he T rust
The trust will continue until the trust fund has been fully
distributed to the beneficiaries after your death.
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T y p es of T rust

T here a re two ty p es of
trust th a t c a n be used with
the G ener a tion P l a nning B ond
–
a n Abso l ute T rust or a
D iscretion a ry T rust

UIPR0063 | 09/22
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ty p es of trust
CONTINUED

In some circumstances you may wish to use both trusts and we can facilitate this
using one application form.
ABSOLUTE TRUST

ABSOLUTE AND DISCRETIONARY

With the Absolute Trust, you name who is to benefit from
the trust after your death and in what proportion. This
cannot be changed afterwards by you or your trustees.

If you apply for both an Absolute and Discretionary Trust,
using the one application form, the minimum investment
is £100,000 (£50,000 per trust). In these circumstances, we
will issue two separate bonds and both bonds will each
have their own set of charges. It is important to discuss this
option with your financial adviser, as the order in which they
are set up can impact future IHT liabilities.

You may choose an Absolute Trust if you are certain
exactly who you want to benefit. Please be aware that if a
beneficiary of an Absolute Trust dies, their rights under the
trust pass to their personal representatives and cannot be
assigned by you, as the Donor, or by the trustees to any
other person.
DISCRETIONARY TRUST
With a Discretionary Trust, the trustees have the flexibility
and power to decide who (from any of the potential
beneficiaries outlined in the trust deed) will eventually
benefit from the trust fund. This can allow them to meet
changing family circumstances over time.
If you would like the trustees to consider the interests
of particular beneficiaries you can give them a Letter of
Wishes but this is not legally binding on them.

 he tax implications of each type of trust are different
T
and your financial adviser will help you choose which
trust is most suitable for your circumstances.
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C hoosing your
trustees
Choosing a trustee is a very important decision as the trustees you appoint will
legally own the bond and must manage it in the interests of the beneficiaries.
If you decide to use a Discretionary Trust the trustees will
also have the power to choose who will benefit from the
trust fund after your death. The trustees, or their delegates,
will have control over investment decisions such as which
funds the bond is linked to.
They will also have to fulfil a number of duties set out by
law which are designed to protect the interests of the
beneficiaries.
Your appointed trustees must be over 18 years old and
mentally capable.
Where individuals are acting as the trustees there should
be at least two appointed. You can choose to be a trustee
yourself and/or appoint family members, including adult
beneficiaries or other individuals, to act with you.

Alternatively, if it is not appropriate in your circumstances,
or you prefer not to necessarily involve your family or
friends as trustees, you can also consider appointing
professional individuals or a trust company. Such
professional trustees will often charge for their services
and you should bear this in mind.
Utmost Trustee Solutions Limited offer professional trustee
services some of which are offered free of charge for
Generation Planning Bonds during your lifetime. For more
information about Utmost Trustee Solutions Limited please
speak to your financial adviser or read Utmost Trustee
Solutions Limited - A Guide to our Services, which is
available on request from your financial adviser.
The company details for Utmost Trustee Solutions Limited
can be found in the footer at the end of this document.

However, if you choose not to appoint additional or
independent trustees, it is important to consider what will
happen when you die or if you lose capacity.

For more information about
trusts and trust arrangements,
see our Guide to Trusts.

 nce the bond is established, the trustees become
O
the policyholders and all decisions regarding the
bond, including any charges for advice or services
that are to be facilitated from the bond, must be
authorised by all of the trustees or their delegates.
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W h at a re my
investment o p tions ?

T he G ener a tion P l a nning
B ond offers a ccess to a wide
r a nge of investments

This section is mentioned in the
Key Features Document.
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I nvestment o p tions
You can link the Generation Planning Bond to a variety of
external funds and cash deposits from some of the world’s
leading investment management groups and banking
institutions. Our buying power makes it possible for us
to negotiate preferential terms with fund managers. As a
result, the terms available to you through the Generation
Planning Bond may be more competitive than you would
obtain through investing directly. You can also, if you wish,
nominate an External Manager and/or Custodian (EMC) to
select and manage linked investments.

CAN THE TRUSTEES CHANGE THE
INVESTMENTS LINKED TO THE BOND?
Yes, once the bond is set up your trustees or the appointed
Investment Adviser can provide us with new investment
instructions at any time either by fax, post or through our
Online Dealing Service. Refer to the Guide to Charges for
information on dealing charges and other transaction costs.

The main purpose of the Dealing Account is to enable the
purchase and sale of investments linked to the bond.

Whilst you make the initial investment selections for
the bond at outset, once the bond is established
these will be made by your trustees or the appointed
Investment Adviser.

It is also used to pay your regular withdrawals and charges,
including product charges and, where applicable, charges
for advice which have been agreed by the trustees or
their delegates to be taken from the bond. In some
circumstances the Dealing Account can go overdrawn and
interest on a debit balance can occur.

If you are not intending to act as a trustee, your
trustees may agree to delegate their investment
powers to you to enable you to manage and provide
investment instruction on their behalf. The form of
delegation is a matter for your trustees and their
legal advisers.

D E AL I N G A C C O U N T

It is important to maintain a sufficient cash balance.
This is to cover the cost of any product charges,
charges for advice, withdrawals and purchase
requests. If a sufficient cash balance is not maintained
and the Dealing Account goes in to a negative balance
then debit interest will apply. Debit interest on a Sterling
account is currently charged at 5% above the highest
interest rate we would apply on credit balances.
We retain discretion as to where any money linked to
the Dealing Account is invested. If this is held with a
third party deposit taker, the value of the bond may be
adversely affected in the event of the deposit taker’s
default. Our liability in these circumstances will be
limited to such amounts, if any, which we may be able to
recover from the defaulting third party.
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Funds should be selected carefully to ensure that
investment performance meets the level of
‘income’ withdrawals chosen and any adviser
charges which are agreed by the trustees to be
taken from the bond.
If the value of the bond falls to zero during your
lifetime, your ‘income’ payments and any ongoing
adviser charges will stop. If adviser charge
payments from the bond are stopped any
outstanding adviser charges will need to be
settled directly with the adviser.
You should remember that the value of the funds
can fall as well as rise. Taking into account market
fluctuations and charges, your trustees may get back
less than you invested.
See our Guide to Charges for more information.
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G etting money
from the bond
R E G U LA R W I T H D R A W AL S

CHOOSING YOUR ‘ INCOME’ LE V EL

You must take a regular ‘income’ in the form of withdrawals
of capital from the bond. When setting up the bond, you
will need to specify the amount of ‘income’ you wish to
receive. Up to a maximum of 5% a year of your original
investment can be taken from the bond each year for 20
years free from any immediate income tax liability. If the
withdrawals in any year are over 5% of the premium paid,
the excess will give rise to a chargeable gain and you may
become liable to income tax.

It is important to discuss your ‘income’ requirements with
your financial adviser as the level and frequency chosen at
outset cannot be altered.

CHOOSING AN INCREASING’INCOME’
The Generation Planning Bond provides an option to
increase the ‘income’ you receive during your lifetime. Your
‘income’ level can be increased in line with either a fixed
percentage, or in line with the UK Retail Prices Index (RPI) if
you select this option at outset.
Please be aware that ‘income’ can only be increased as
shown in the table on the following page.

I M P O R TA N T T H I N G S T O C O N S I D E R
Charges for advice paid to your financial adviser from the
bond are taken as withdrawals and will count towards your
annual 5% tax deferred entitlement. The level of ‘income’
specified from outset, combined with any charges paid
to your financial adviser, will directly affect the level of
immediate discount you receive on your IHT bill.
If the total level of withdrawals, including any charges
paid to your financial adviser, exceeds your annual 5%
tax deferred entitlement there could potentially be tax
consequences resulting in a chargeable gain on which you
may become liable to income tax.
For more information on the tax consequences of paying
for advice or taking withdrawals from the bond, speak to
your financial adviser.

You may take your ‘income’ monthly, quarterly,
half-yearly or annually, but the amount, frequency
and any rate of increase chosen at the outset cannot
be altered.
If you would like to appoint Utmost Trustee Solutions
Limited see our Utmost Trustee Solutions Limited
— Guide to our Services, for details of the maximum
‘income’ payments that can be made to you, and the
charges paid to your financial adviser.

This section is mentioned in the
Key Features Document.
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getting money from the bond
CONTINUED

R A T E O F W I T H D R A W AL
AS A % OF PREMIUM

R AT E O F I N C R E A S E

UP TO AND INCLUDING 5% PER ANNUM

not exceeding 7.5% per annum

5 .1 % U P T O A N D I N C L U D I N G 7. 5 % P E R A N N U M

not exceeding 5% per annum

7. 6 % U P T O A N D I N C L U D I N G 1 0 % P E R A N N U M

no increase permitted

The diagram below shows the increase in ‘income’ and potential income tax
liability, if you invested £250,000 and choose to receive a 5% income per annum
increasing by 7.5% a year. This example assumes that no adviser charges are
taken from the bond.
In year 2 excess
over and above
5% annual
tax deferred
entitlement
(£937.50) is
potentially subject
to income tax
5% annual tax
deferred entitlement
£12,500. This is the
annual amount that
can be taken, by
way of withdrawal,
before a chargeable
event occurs which
may give rise to an
income tax liability.

In year 3
£1,945.31 is
potentially
subject to
income tax

5% of
£250,000
(initial
investment) =
£12,500 (total
‘income’ for
year 1)

£12,500 (1st
years ‘income’)
+ 7.5% of 1st
years ‘income’ =
£13,437.50 (total
‘income’ for
year 2)

£13,437.50
(2nd years
‘income’) +
7.5% of 2nd
years ‘income
= £14,445.31
(total ‘income’
for year 3)

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

£
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W H A T H APP E N S I F M Y ‘ I N C O M E ’ E X C E E D S
INVESTMENT GROW TH WHEN USING AN
INCREASING ‘INCOME’ OPTION?
If your regular withdrawals each year amount to more
than the net investment growth within the bond, including
product charges and any charges for advice agreed to
be paid from the bond, the capital value of the bond will
reduce. If the value of the bond is reduced to zero, your
‘income’ will stop.

Using a premium of £250,000 as per the example on the
previous page, the diagram below shows the effect of an
increasing ‘income’, where there is no investment growth
or loss due to fund performance. This does not take into
account the effect of product charges or charges for advice
(taken from the bond) which would reduce the investment
value further.

£400,000
£350,000
£300,000

£12,500
‘income’

£13,437.50
‘income’

£250,000
£200,000
£150,000

£237,500
Investment
value

£100,000

£224,062.50
Investment
value

£14,445.31
‘income’

£209,617.19
Investment
value

£50,000
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

H O W W I LL M Y I N C O M E B E PA I D T O M E ?
Payments will normally be made by BACS transfer to your
bank account in the UK. BACS payments are currently free
of charge, however in some instances payments can take
three to five working days to reach your account.

There may be instances where we are bound by laws
and regulations preventing us from making payments to
certain destinations. Speak to your financial adviser for
more information.
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A CHAPS transfer can be requested to ensure payment is
made quickly, but a charge will be made for this service. All
foreign currencies or payment to foreign banks will be done
by Telegraphic Transfer (international payment), for which a
charge is also made. For full details of the payment charges
applied see our Guide to Charges.

If you do not spend the ‘income’ you receive, it will
remain inside your estate and may be liable to IHT on
your death. If you cannot use the payments for day-today living expenses, you may wish to consider gifting
them. Your financial adviser will be able to advise you on
tax-efficient gifting.
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W h at h a p p ens to the
bond when I die ?
The Generation Planning Bond is written as a capital
redemption bond and therefore does not end on your death
or the death of any other party, providing your trustees and
beneficiaries with many options.
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These options give you peace of mind that any proceeds
can be passed down to your beneficiaries in a potentially
tax-efficient manner.
It is important that you speak to your financial adviser if
you have any questions, as the following information is
not designed to be a comprehensive guide. Your trustees
should also seek advice to ensure they understand the
options available and the implications for them and the
beneficiaries before they decide how to deal with the bond
after your death.
CONTINUING ‘INCOME’

F U LL S U R R E N D E R O R PA R T - S U R R E N D E R
F O LL O W I N G Y O U R D E A T H
The bond can continue for up to 99 years, providing there
is still sufficient value left in the bond. The trustees may
decide to fully surrender the bond, individual segments, or
part-surrender (withdrawal across all segments) in order to
pay proceeds to the beneficiaries.
Who pays the tax, what tax is payable and whether or not
the trustees have any discretion as to who receives the
proceeds, depends on how the proceeds are taken and the
type of trust chosen.

On death much will depend on which trust you have chosen
at outset. Your regular payments will stop until we receive
instruction from your trustees on how they wish to proceed.
If your trust is an absolute trust, and the beneficiary is over
18 and of sound mind, this will involve discussions with the
beneficiary(ies), as at this point they have the right to call in
the trust fund.
Under a discretionary trust, the trustees may decide to
continue to take withdrawals under the 5% annual tax
deferred entitlement and will only be taxed on chargeable
gains, which will be subject to income tax, once they have
used up this entitlement. The entitlement is against the
bond itself, so any ‘income’ payments already made to
you, or any adviser charges the trustees agree to pay from
the bond to your financial adviser, will be included in the
overall entitlement. Your trustees can continue to use this
entitlement, until the time they wish to surrender individual
segments or the entire bond.
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wh a t h a p p ens to the bond when i die ?
CONTINUED

T R U S T E E S S U R R E N D E R A F T E R YO U R D E AT H ( D I S C R E T I O N A R Y T R U S T )
Any income tax liability under the bond will be assessed on you if the bond is surrendered in the tax year of your death.
Thereafter, any liability will fall on the trustees if any are UK resident at the trustee rate of 45% (2018/2019).
DISCRETIONARY TRUST
W hen surrendered

W ho is l i a b l e to p a y
the t a x ?

I ncome T a x R A T E *

During the UK tax year in which the
applicant dies

The personal representatives of the
deceased applicant

The applicant’s highest marginal
rate of income tax

By your UK resident trustees in any
later UK tax year

The trustees

The trustee rate of tax, currently
45%**

By Utmost Trustee Solutions Limited
in any later UK tax year (where
appointed)

Any UK resident beneficiary in
receipt of benefits from the bond

The beneficiary’s highest marginal
rate of income tax

By your UK resident beneficiaries
after assignment by the trustees

Any UK resident beneficiary based
on their share of the trust fund

The beneficiary’s highest marginal
rate of income tax

* Where

there is a joint settlement the gain is considered against each person’s settlement. In other words, this can result in tax being paid at
different rates depending on when the surrender takes place. The rules here are complex and you should discuss any tax implications with your
financial adviser.
** The first £1,000 of tax would be subject only to basic rate tax due to the standard rate band for trusts. Note this only applies where UK resident
trustees are liable to tax.
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T R U S T E E S S U R R E N D E R A F T E R YO U R D E AT H ( A B S O L U T E T R U S T )
The table below shows who will be liable to pay income tax on final surrender of the bond following your death:
ABSOLUTE TRUST
W hen surrendered

W ho is l i a b l e to p a y
for the t a x ?

R a te t a xed a t

During the UK tax year in which the
applicant dies

The UK resident beneficiary based
on their share of the trust fund

The beneficiary’s highest marginal
rate of income tax

By the trustees in any later UK
tax year

The UK resident beneficiary based
on their share of the trust fund

The beneficiary’s highest marginal
rate of income tax

By your UK resident beneficiaries
after assignment by the trustees

The UK resident beneficiary based
on their share of the trust fund

The beneficiary’s highest marginal
rate of income tax

DISCRETIONARY TRUST

ABSOLUTE TRUST

If any of the trustees are UK resident,
they will normally be liable to
income tax at 45% (2018/19) on any
chargeable gain if they surrender in
any tax year after the tax year in which
you die. However, once assigned
to an individual, the segments
are then held by them. When the
beneficiaries surrender the segments,
they are then taxed at their marginal
rates rather than the trustee rate.
This can also allow the trustees to
defer distributions until a time the
beneficiary is in a lower tax bracket.

Any tax liability will fall on the
nominated beneficiaries after your
death. However, the trustees may
still wish to assign segments to the
beneficiaries at this point, effectively
winding up the trust and enabling the
beneficiaries to take responsibility for
their share of the investment.

BENEFICIARIES SURRENDER
THE BOND AFTER
ASSIGNMENT
For more information about how the
bond may be taxed on final surrender
if the bond is assigned, see our Tax
Information Client Guide.

The information in this guide is based on our
interpretation of current law and taxation practice
in Ireland and the UK as at 1 January 2021 and is
subject to individual circumstances. Therefore the
tax treatment of the bond may change in future.
Taxation is a complex matter and it is important that
you discuss any concerns with your financial adviser.
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W h at a re the U K ta x
im p l ic ations ?
The Generation Planning Bond is designed to
assist in the mitigation of UK IHT.
The following notes are based on our interpretation of
current law and taxation practice in Ireland and the UK, as
at 1 January 2021, which could change in the future and
is subject to individual circumstances. These notes also
assume that you are a UK resident for tax purposes and UK
domiciled. Typically, UK domicile means that your country
of origin is considered to be the UK. Normally, this will
be based upon the domicile of your father. If you are UK
domiciled, your worldwide estate will be subject to UK IHT
on death.
Domicile is a complex matter and cannot be covered fully in
this guide, your financial adviser will be able to explain more.
The tax treatment of the bond for IHT purposes will depend
on whether you have chosen the Absolute Trust or the
Discretionary Trust.

This section is mentioned in the
Key Features Document.
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W H AT A R E T H E I H T TA X
I M PL I C A T I O N S ?
As soon as the bond is set up your
investment is split into two notional
parts for IHT purposes. The Grantee’s
Fund represents the estimated present
value of the ‘income’, which you will
be paid. This value is immediately
removed from your estate so if you
were to die within seven years of the
start of the bond, the value of your gift
into trust for IHT would be reduced
by this amount. This is known as the
Residuary Fund and is your gift into
trust for IHT purposes. Note the value
of any ‘income’ actually paid to you
will still be within your estate for IHT
purposes if not spent or gifted.
CHARGEABLE EVENTS
AND GAINS DURING YOUR
LIFETIME
During your lifetime chargeable gains
may arise when either your regular
withdrawals (or your withdrawals
combined with charges for advice paid
to your financial adviser) exceed the
annual 5% tax deferred entitlement.
Such gains arising during your lifetime
will be assessed for income tax on you,
the Settlor/Donor.
See page 26 for details about who
will be liable to pay tax on excess
withdrawals following your death.
C E R T I F I C A T E O F V AL U A T I O N
We issue a Certificate of Valuation
which accompanies the policy
documentation and provides the value
of the Residuary Fund, or in the case
of joint applications each applicant’s
Residuary Fund, in the opinion of
our Appointed Actuary signing that
certificate. This value depends on your
state of health, age or ‘rated age’ and
the investment yields applicable when
the bond is taken out. HMRC reserves
the right to examine any individual
value and this may lead to a difference
in the IHT assessment.
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ABSOLUTE TRUST
Under the Absolute Trust, the
Residuary Fund is a Potentially Exempt
Transfer (PET). Provided you survive
for at least seven years after the start
of the bond, this PET is totally free of
IHT. If you were to die within seven
years, the PET will be included in the
value of your estate for IHT purposes.
Depending on when your death occurs
and what other gifts you have made,
taper relief may be available to reduce
the amount of IHT payable if the total
of your chargeable transfers exceeds
the available nil rate band allowance
at your death. Speak to your financial
adviser to understand how any IHT
exemptions or reliefs may apply in
your particular circumstances.
The value of the PET is determined
at the start and is not impacted by
future withdrawals or investment
growth, meaning all future investment
growth is outside your estate for
IHT purposes. It also means that
a combination of withdrawals of
‘income’ and poor investment
performance could lead to a situation
where the value of the bond is lower
than the PET. If this happened, and
death occurred within the first seven
years, the value of your gift into trust
for IHT purposes would be higher than
the actual value of the bond.
If the bond is written on a joint basis
and one of you dies within the first
seven years, IHT will become payable
on that individual’s share of the joint
gift if not covered by any available
nil rate band. As the bond cannot be
surrendered until the second death,
it is important to ensure that there are
some other assets available to pay
any IHT which may become payable at
such a time.

In addition, please note that even on
second death (or on your death if you
are a single applicant) your personal
representatives cannot insist that the
trustees meet any IHT payable on your
estate from the proceeds of the bond.
Beneficiaries of the Absolute Trust
cannot be changed, and may be
subject to the laws of intestacy which
means that if they die having not
made a will, their share of the trust
fund could go back into your estate.
This will affect your IHT planning and
you should therefore discuss this
with your financial adviser before
appointing any absolute beneficiaries.
This will be particularly important if
you are considering appointing minor
beneficiaries who are unable to make
a will.
DISCRETIONARY TRUST
Under the Discretionary Trust, the
Residuary Fund is a Chargeable
Lifetime Transfer (CLT). Provided you
survive for at least seven years from
the start of the bond, this CLT will
no longer be accountable in your
personal estate for IHT.
The CLT is determined at the start and
is not changed by future withdrawals
or investment growth. It means that a
combination of large withdrawals and
poor investment performance could
lead to a situation where the value of
the bond was lower than the CLT.
The Discretionary Trust is subject
to the charges mentioned on the
following page. This is only a summary
and you should discuss these with your
financial adviser.
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W h a t a re the U K t a x im p l ic a tions ?
CONTINUED

ENTRY CHARGE

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

EXIT CHARGE

An immediate entry tax charge at the
lifetime rate of 20% is payable on the
amount of the CLT if, when added to
any other CLTs you have made in the
previous seven years, it exceeds the
nil rate band (NRB) (£325,000 for tax
year 2018/19). If your bond is written
on a joint life basis, the CLT will be
split between the two of you and
the NRB available to each of you will
be used to offset each person’s IHT
liability. Please note capital cannot
be withdrawn from the bond to pay
the entry tax charge. As such, rather
than the lifetime rate of 20%, you will
be personally liable for the IHT at an
effective grossed up rate of 25%.

Providing the value of the Residuary
Fund, when added to previous CLTs
in the preceding seven years, does
not exceed the NRB at the time of
the transfer, there will be no need to
report this transfer to HMRC.

On your death your trustees will
be able to surrender the bond.
Under IHT rules an exit charge may
be payable when capital is withdrawn
from the trust if either an entry charge
arose, or if a periodic tax charge
was paid at the previous 10 yearly
anniversary date. The exit charge
would apply at a rate currently up to
6%, adjusted to take account of the
length of time since entry or the last
yearly anniversary date. It will also
be payable if your trustees assign
segments to your beneficiaries.

PERIODIC CHARGE
A periodic charge of 6% is payable
every 10 years from the date the
trust was set up, but only if at that
time the value of the trust fund (less
the then present value of the ‘income’
expected to be paid to you) is over
the NRB applicable at the anniversary
date. Please note that as capital cannot
be withdrawn from the bond during
your lifetime to pay the periodic tax
charge, you will be liable for any
applicable IHT.
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W h at a re the ch a rges
for the G ener ation
P l a nning B ond ?
The Generation Planning
Bond offers a flexible charging
structure with various
charging options that may
apply to the bond.
Your financial adviser will be able to explain how the
charging structure works and which combination would
best suit your needs. The standard product charges and
fund charges (where known) will be shown in your Personal
Illustration that your financial adviser gives you.

This section is mentioned in the
Key Features Document.
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W h a t a re the ch a rges for
the G ener a tion P l a nning B ond ?
CONTINUED
The information below is a summary of the charges applicable to the bond.
You must read this section together with our Guide to Charges which describes
our Flex-Charge and other applicable charges in detail. Our Guide to Charges is
available from our website www.utmostinternational.com or from your financial
adviser on request. In addition to our Flex-Charge there may also be:
C ondition a l bond ch a rges

F und ch a rges a nd investment costs

Conditional charges are those which apply only when
particular investment arrangements and/or investment
adviser charges are required. These include:

Charges for the underlying funds and investment costs,
including dealing fees, will depend on the investments
chosen. Your financial adviser can give details of the
charges applicable to the investments you have
selected. Any initial and annual fund management
charges and dealing charges will also be shown in your
Personal Illustration.

›› Payment charges
›› Dealing Account Debit Interest
›› External Manager and/or Custodian (EMC) charges
›› Additional Single Premium charges (after the death of
Settlor/Donor only)
›› Valuation charges
›› Charges for advice (if taken from inside the bond)

Administration and dealing charges will be increased
on 1 January each year in line with the UK Retail Prices
Index (RPI) without any notification to the policyholder.
Any increases may be rounded to the higher pound.
Payment charges are based on the bank charges
we incur in making the payment and are subject to
increase without notice where the charges incurred by
us increase.
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Any adviser charges, to be paid from the bond (which
your trustees have agreed with the financial adviser),
will be treated as a withdrawal from the bond and will
form part of the 5% annual tax deferred entitlement.
This could have potential tax consequences for you, the
trustees, or the beneficiaries. It is important to consider
this when choosing the level of ‘income’ you require as
this cannot be changed once the bond is in force.
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G ener ation P l a nning B ond
a nd C h a rges for a dvice
Charges for advice are agreed between
you (or where appropriate the trustees)
and the adviser for the advice you or the
trustees receive.
There are a number of ways charges for advice can be
paid and it is important that you, or where appropriate the
trustees, discuss the best way to pay charges for advice
with your financial adviser to ensure the method chosen
meets your individual needs.
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G ener a tion P l a nning B ond a nd
C h a rges for a dvice
CONTINUED
Charges for advice can be paid in the following ways:
DIRECT

You, or the trustees, can pay any charges for advice directly to the relevant party (outside
of the bond) at any time for advice received. You do not need to inform us of any direct
payment you make.
When making direct adviser charge payments to a financial adviser, it is important to
consider who received the advice and who will pay the adviser charge as there are
potential tax consequences if you as the Settlor/Donor pay for advice provided to the
trustees and vice versa. Speak to your financial adviser for more information about the
potential tax consequences.

CHARGES
FOR ADVICE
FA C I L I TAT E D
B Y U tmost
I re l a nd

OUTSIDE
OF THE
BOND

You can ask us to facilitate an initial adviser charge payment to your
financial adviser, before your premium is invested. To request that
we facilitate this payment you will need to complete the appropriate
adviser charge instruction in the application form.
If you request that we pay an initial adviser charge to your financial
adviser the charge will be deducted from the payment you send
to us and paid to your financial adviser, with the remaining balance
being invested as the premium into the bond. The premium after the
deduction of the charge for advice must meet the minimum investment
amount of £50,000.
We will only make the payment of the initial charge to your financial
adviser once the application and any supporting documentation has
been fully accepted by us. No interest will be paid on any charges for
advice being facilitated by us outside of the bond.

INSIDE
THE BOND

Charges for advice from inside the bond can be facilitated on either
an ongoing or ad hoc basis, from the value of the bond, after the full
premium has been invested. Charges for advice from inside the bond
can only be agreed and requested by the trustees or their delegates.
This is because once the bond commences the trustees are the legal
owners of the bond and are responsible for the management of the
trust fund from which these charges for advice will be paid.
In addition, any adviser charges which the trustees agree to pay the
financial adviser from the value of the bond will form part of the 5%
annual tax deferred entitlement.

The trustees can request the payment of charges for advice from inside the bond, by completing the
appropriate section of the application form, or by completing our Adviser Charges Pack available from our website
www.utmostinternational.com or from your financial adviser on request.
CAN THE TRUSTEES REQUEST A REFUND OF
CHARGES FOR ADVICE?

C A N T H E R E F U N D B E PA I D B A C K
INTO THE BOND?

Yes. Where the trustees and the adviser have agreed that a
charge for advice has been taken from the bond by mistake,
the adviser will be responsible for refunding this charge to
the trustees.

No. If a refund takes place then, due to the structure of the
bond, this payment cannot be returned to the trust fund
nor can the money be paid to the Settlor/Donor (or the
beneficiaries during the Settlor/Donor’s lifetime). In this
circumstance the trustees must hold the refunded payment
within a trustee bank account, until the proceeds of the
trust fund are distributed to the beneficiaries on the death
of the Settlor/Donor.
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Consider ations before requesting
the payment of a dviser ch a rges
As legal owners of the bond it is the trustees’ responsibility to manage the
trust fund in the interest of the beneficiaries. Therefore it is important that they
understand the impact that paying adviser charges from the bond may have.
All charges deducted from the policy will affect the value of the bond. In some
cases there may be additional tax implications to consider.
You are currently able to withdraw up to 5% of the initial
premium per year and defer any tax payable for 20 years.
The level of ‘income’ you specify will count towards the 5%
annual tax deferred entitlement.
It is important to note that any adviser charges agreed by
the trustees or their delegates, to be paid to the financial
adviser from the value of the bond, will also form part of
the 5% annual tax deferred entitlement. If the 5% annual
tax deferred entitlement is exceeded, due to the level of
‘income’ or a combination of ‘income’ and adviser charges,
this would trigger a chargeable event and could have
potential income tax consequences.

It’s important to note that if you take a lower ‘income’, this
will affect any discount quoted. Speak to your financial
adviser for further details.
For illustration purposes only we have chosen a premium
value of £500,000 for the following example. Any
investment return amounts stated are for illustrative
purposes only.
The following information is based on our interpretation of
current law and taxation practice in Ireland and the UK, as
at 1 January 2021, which could change in the future and is
subject to individual circumstances.

The following example is designed to explain how adviser
charges, if taken from the bond, together with the ‘income’
can affect the 5% annual tax deferred entitlement. If IAC,
or EMC IAC, is taken then these advice charges will have
no impact on the 5% tax deferred entitlement but they will
impact the value of the trust fund.
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C onsider a tions before requesting
the p ayment of a dviser ch a rges
CONTINUED
ex a m p l e

The table below is designed to demonstrate how the 5% annual tax deferred
entitlement could be affected if a 4% ‘income’ is taken annually with a 1% of
bond value ongoing adviser charge assuming an annual growth rate of 7%.
This example is for illustration purposes only and does not take into account
bond or investment charges. It assumes the advice is not investment advice
facilitated as IAC or EMC IAC.

YEAR

5% PREMIUM
VALUE (full
annual tax
deferred
entitlement)

1% OF
PREMIUM
(remaining
tax
deferred
entitlement
after 4%
‘income’)

BOND VALUE

1% BOND
VALUE
(Ongoing
Adviser
Charge)*

CHARGEABLE AMOUNT = 1%
BOND VALUE – 1% PREMIUM
VALUE

1

£25,000

£5,000

£501,000

£5,010

£5,010 - £5,000 =

£10

2

£25,000

£5,000

£505,000

£5,050

£5,050 - £5,000 =

£50

3

£25,000

£5,000

£509,000

£5,090

£5,090 - £5,000 =

£90

4

£25,000

£5,000

£513,000

£5,130

£5,130 - £5,000 =

£130

5

£25,000

£5,000

£518,000

£5,180

£5,180 - £5,000 =

£180

later years
10

£25,000

£5,000

£543,000

£5,430

£5,430 - £5,000 =

£430

15

£25,000

£5,000

£576,000

£5,760

£5,760 - £5,000 =

£760

20

£25,000

£5,000

£618,000

£6,180

£6,180 - £5,000 =

£1,180

*Adviser charge taken annual in arrears - based on bond value at end of year.
In year 5 of this example, the value of the bond is £518,000,
this is an increase of £18,000 compared with the original
premium value invested. The chosen ongoing adviser
charge of 1% will be based on this current total bond value.
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In Year 5 of this example, the adviser charge would be
£5,180. This means that this adviser charge payment is
higher than the value of the remaining 5% (£5,000) tax
deferred entitlement for this year, by £180. As a result, this
excess withdrawal will give rise to a chargeable event and
income tax may be payable.
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The graph below shows how this may look over time:
KEY

Bond value
4% OF PREMIUM
ANNUAL ‘INCOME’
5% ANNUAL
TAX DEFFERED
ENTITLEMENT

1%
policy value

1% OF BOND VALUE
ONGOING ADVISER CHARGE

BOND VALUE
(NOT TO SCALE)

5% ANNUAL TAX
DEFERRED ENTITLEMENT

4%
premium

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

YEAR

›› Any amount withdrawn above the 5% annual tax
deferred entitlement as shown on the above graph
will be a chargeable gain and may give rise to an
income tax liability depending on your personal
circumstances.

›› Adviser charges could reduce the value of the trust
fund significantly over time putting at risk its ability
to provide you with an ‘income’ throughout your
lifetime, as well as how much the beneficiaries may
receive on distribution.

›› The bond value in the graph above is not to scale and
is for illustration purposes only to show how the 1%
adviser charge may increase over time in line with the
bond value.

›› If this charge was an Investment Adviser Charge (IAC)
or EMC Investment Adviser Charge (EMC IAC) it would
not be included as policy withdrawals. Such charges
are seen as a charge on the policy and they do not
affect the 5% annual tax deferred entitlement. It is
important to remember that these charges still have a
negative effect on the overall value of the bond.
Refer to our Guide to Charges for more details.

›› The level of ‘income’ is chosen at outset and cannot be
altered during your lifetime.
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C onsider a tions before requesting
the p ayment of a dviser ch a rges
CONTINUED
The following table details the different tax implications of paying either initial or
ongoing adviser charges in relation to the Generation Planning Bond.
ADVISER
CHARGE T YPE

ADVISER
CHARGE
AGREED BY

PA Y M E N T M E T H O D

T A X I M PL I C A T I O N S
YES/NO

I niti a l
a dviser
ch a rge
( a dvice given
to you a s
S ett l or /
D onor ) *

You as Settlor/Donor

Paid directly from you to the
adviser, not from the bond.

No tax implications.

You as Settlor/Donor

The initial adviser charge is
deducted from the payment
you send to us and paid to
your financial adviser, with the
remaining balance invested
as the premium into the bond.
Please note that the net amount
invested into the bond must
meet the minimum premium
requirement of £50,000.

No tax implications. We are
simply facilitating the payment
of the initial charge before
the trust is settled with your
remaining balance invested in
the bond.

O ngoing
a dviser
ch a rge
( a dvice given
to trustees )

You as Settlor/Donor

Directly from you to your
financial adviser. Not facilitated
by us.

Yes. If you are paying
personally for advice that
your trustees receive this
would be a transfer of value.
If the amount you pay for that
advice exceeds any annual IHT
exemption available to you, the
payment could be treated as an
additional PET or CLT into trust.

Trustees

Facilitated by us to the financial
adviser from inside the bond.

Yes. Any adviser charges taken
from the bond would be a
withdrawal from the bond and,
when added to the ‘income’
paid to you in any given year,
could create a chargeable
event gain.

Trustees

Facilitated by us from inside
the bond by the trustees
completing the Adviser
Charges Pack and the
Nomination of Investment
Adviser form or Nomination of
EMC form.

No. Any charge for investment
advice set up this way is not
considered a withdrawal
and therefore does not form
part of the 5% tax deferred
entitlement.

C h a rges for
I nvestment
Advice , I A C
or E M C I A C

*It is not possible to pay an initial adviser charge from inside the bond after the premium has been invested because it would create a Gift with
Reservation of Benefit and undermine the IHT benefits of the bond.
You should speak with your financial adviser if you are unsure of how the payment of advice will affect the taxation of your trust.
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A p p lying for the
G ener ation P l a nning bond
Before applying for the Generation Planning Bond make sure you have spoken
to your financial adviser face-to-face, and that they have answered any questions
you may have.
Also ensure that they have given you a:
›› Key Features Document

To help your understanding we also suggest you read this
guide alongside our supporting guides:

›› Personal Illustration

›› Tax Information Client Guide

›› Guide to Charges

›› A Guide to Trusts
›› Utmost Trustee Solutions Limited - A Guide to our Services

1
2
3

your choices
Agree on your investment amount, initial fund choices and the amount and frequency of the
‘income’ you require, the charging level you require from our Flex-Charge structure and how
you or the trustees pay charges for advice.

your trust decision
Decide which trust option best suits your circumstances and tax position and whom you will
appoint as trustees.

C om p l eting the a p p l ic a tion p a ck
Complete the standard application pack with your financial adviser and a separate Trust Deed.
If you would like to appoint Utmost Trustee Solutions Limited as trustee you need only complete
the Utmost Trustee Solutions Limited Application Form.
Ensure the Adviser Charges section within the application form is completed if you or your
trustees would like us to facilitate the payment of initial or ongoing adviser charges.
In the application form you will be required to complete a health related questionnaire.
The application form will also require you to sign a declaration giving consent for Utmost
PanEurope dac to contact your doctor to request a General Practitioner’s Report (GPR), which is
needed to underwrite the bond.
Ensure that you and your trustees complete a Tax Information Exchange Pack for Entities, which
is available from your financial adviser or from us on request.

If you do not give consent for us to request a GPR
from your doctor, we will be unable to proceed with
the application.
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A p p lying for the
G ener a tion P l a nning bond
CONTINUED

4

Processing the a p p l ic a tion
Once your financial adviser has returned the completed application pack to us it will then be
processed by our team, who will also:
›› Contact your doctor to request a detailed GPR. This information will be sent by your doctor
directly to the underwriters and will not be seen by unauthorised persons.
›› E xtract the health related questionnaire from the application form and forward this to our
underwriters.

If the information in the application pack and requested GPR, does not enable our
underwriters to estimate your life expectancy, we may contact your financial adviser informing
them that you will be required to provide more information.
If either the application form or the doctor’s report are unable to provide us with sufficient
information, for example regarding a specific medical condition, we will then require an
assessment of your current state of health and in accordance with our normal underwriting
practice, a medical examination will be called for.
Ask your financial adviser for more information.

5

S t a rting the bond
Utmost PanEurope dac will notify you if your application has been either successful or declined.
Once the underwriting process has been completed, all necessary documentation has been
received and your premium has cleared in our account, the bond will be issued. Due to current
low interest rates Utmost PanEurope dac does not pay credit interest on premiums received
prior to bond issue. No interest will be paid on any adviser charges being facilitated by us
outside of the bond.

Acceptance terms for the bond are valid for three months from receipt of the underwriting
terms. If the investment is not made during that time we will need confirmation from you that
your state of health has not changed. To do this you will need to complete a Declaration of
Health form (available from your financial adviser who can obtain this from us or our website
www.utmostinternational.com) before the bond can proceed. This form will be assessed by
our underwriters and, if necessary, further information sought from your doctor and this may
delay the bond being issued.
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S ome im p orta nt inform a tion
C A N C E LLA T I O N

C O M PLA I N T S

You currently have 30 days to cancel the bond. The 30 days
begin on the day you receive the Your Right to Change
Your Mind form. If, for any reason, you decide that you do
not want to take out the bond, just return the form to us
with your original policy documents, within 30 days to the
address on the form and the amount we will give you back
is calculated as described below.

If, for any reason, you are not satisfied with our service
then please address your complaint to our Head of
Customer Services.

The calculations will be based on the price on the next
available dealing date from when the form is received.
If you exercise your right to cancel the bond during the
30 day cancellation period, we will not return any amount
relating to adviser charges already paid to your adviser. If
necessary, you will need to reclaim any refundable adviser
charge payments directly from your adviser.
Any repayment due to you on cancellation, will be paid as
soon as possible after the assets linked to your bond have
been cashed in.
If you choose to link your policy to assets which cannot
be cashed in easily, such as fixed-term deposits or funds
with infrequent dealing days, then whilst you may exercise
your right to cancel, it may be some considerable time
before the asset can be sold or redeemed and your money
returned to you.

The amount you will get back may be less than the
initial investment. If the value of the investment falls
before we receive your cancellation form, an amount
equal to the fall in value will be deducted from any
refund you receive. This deduction will be in addition
to any adviser charges we have paid on your behalf.
In calculating the fall in value we will include any
third party costs we have incurred, such as any
penalties applied by a deposit taker for breaking a
cash deposit early.
If the value of the investment has increased you will
only get back the amount of your initial investment,
minus any adviser charges paid. If you do not
exercise your right to cancel within the 30 days
cancellation period your bond will continue in
accordance with the policy terms and conditions.
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Post: Utmost PanEurope dac
Ashford House
Tara Street
Dublin 2
D02 VX67
Ireland
OMBUDSMAN
We will do everything in our power to resolve a complaint
and in many cases can rectify the issue direct with you.
However, on occasion you may wish to deal with an
outside mediator to obtain a resolution. Ireland offers
the protection of a Financial Services and Pensions
Ombudsman Scheme.
The Scheme is specifically aimed at individuals, limited
companies with a turnover of less than €3 million, charities,
club trusts and partnerships. For further information on
this, please visit www.fspo.ie
The ombudsman’s contact details are:
Post: F
 inancial Services and Pensions Ombudsman
Lincoln House
Lincoln Place
Dublin 2
Ireland
D02 VH29
Tel:

00 353 1 567 7000

H O W W E U S E YO U R I N F O R M AT I O N
Our Privacy Statement explains when and why we collect
personal information about our customers, how we use
it, the conditions under which we may share it with others
and how we keep it secure. It also explains how long we
keep your information for, how you can obtain details of the
information we keep and the choices you have about how
we use that information. You can find a copy on our website
at www.utmostinternational.com/privacy-statements or
you can contact our Customer Service team on 0845 602
9281 and request a copy.
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About us
ABOUT US

A U T H O R I S E D A N D R E G U LA T E D

We do not currently pay capital gains tax or income tax in
Ireland on investments held on behalf of investors, so any
investment gains are allowed to grow free of these taxes.
The only tax to which funds may be liable is that which is
deducted at source together with stamp and transfer taxes,
and this cannot be reclaimed.

We are authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland.

The responsibility for any personal tax liability on the
proceeds is yours and depends normally on your
country of residence. The information in this guide is
based on our interpretation of current law and taxation
practice in Ireland and the UK as at 1 January 2021.
This may be liable to change in the future so there is
a risk that the value of the tax benefits provided by
this bond could change.

POLICYHOLDER PROTEC TION
In the event that Utmost PanEurope dac is unable to
meet its liabilities to its policyholders, policyholders
will not be able to claim under the UK Financial Services
Compensation Scheme. However, a strong regulatory
environment exists in Ireland which is designed to protect
policyholders.
Solvency II requirements mean that in the unlikely event of
insolvency of the life insurer, policyholders will have first
claim in respect to the assets representing the technical
reserves, provided the cost of the liquidation are met. The
Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) also regulates the activities
of any Irish authorised life insurer and has continuous
oversight over the governance, risk management and
controls through reviews and inspections. The CBI also puts
in place approval processes for key individuals making sure
they have the necessary skills to perform key functions.
Speak to your financial adviser for further information.

The underlying assets are held in our name. You will
not be eligible to take advantage of any investor
compensation scheme arrangements that cover
the underlying fund manager or deposit taker.
Therefore, if the underlying fund manager or deposit
taker is unable to meet its obligations to us, you
may lose some or all of the investment. In these
circumstances our liability to you will be limited to
such amounts, if any, that we can recover from any
third party.
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next ste p s
A financial adviser will be able to tell you more about:
›› Utmost PanEurope dac
›› The tax implications specific to your circumstances
›› Charges that may apply to the bond
Please contact your financial adviser:
›› If you have a question
›› If you would like more information
›› If you would like a revised Personal Illustration

C onta ct us
To find out more about the Generation Planning Bond
contact us.
0845 602 9281
customersupport@utmostwealth.com
Utmost PanEurope dac
Ashford House
Tara Street
Dublin 2
D02 VX67
Ireland
www.utmostinternational.com

Please note that emails are not secure
as they can be intercepted, so think
carefully before sharing personal or
confidential information in this way.
Telephone calls may be recorded.

www.utmostinternational.com
Calls may be monitored and recorded for training purposes and to avoid misunderstandings.
Utmost PanEurope dac is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland (No 311420). Its registered office is Navan Business Park, Athlumney, Navan, Co. Meath C15 CCW8, Ireland.
Utmost PanEurope dac is a Category A Insurance Permit holder with the Jersey Financial Services Commission.
Utmost Wealth Solutions is registered in Ireland as a business name of Utmost PanEurope dac.
All promotional material has been approved by Utmost Limited which is authorised in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority. Financial Services register number: 160418.
The rules made under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) for the protection of retail clients in the UK do not apply.
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